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Abstract

The purposes of this study were to 1) develop of Smart Human Resource Planning System within Rajabhat Universities and 2) study the results of official performance evaluations of academic staff with Smart Human Resource Planning System within Rajabhat Universities. The samples included 8 system development experts via purposive sampling and 94 academic staff by multi-stage sampling. The research tools composed of 1) performance assessment form using 5-point Likert scale for Smart Human Resource Planning within Rajabhat Universities and 2) performance evaluation form for academic staff with Smart Human Resource Planning System within Rajabhat University. The research observations were concluded into 2 ways. First, the Smart Human Resource Planning System within Rajabhat Universities development has overall performance at the high level. For instance, the efficiency of all Modula test was displayed at the high level. In addition, both System test, Usability test and Security test were shown at high level as well. Second, the response of performance evaluation form through academic staff using Smart Human Resource Planning System was all exhibited at high level. However, “The people involved with the system” assessment list with in performance evaluation form was indicated at highest level.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Introduce the Problem

According to the announcement on information technology and communication Policy Framework of Thailand during 2001-2010 and information technology and communication Policy Framework of Thailand during 2011-2020 or SMART Thailand 2020 (Ministry of Information and Communication Technology, 2011) which have been the Master Plan on information Technology and communication of Thailand. In this regard, it has determined its vision that information Technology and communication has been a major stimulus in bringing Thai people to have knowledge and wisdom, sustainable Thai economy, equality of Thai Society. Also, it has designated the goal and strategy in developing various aspects (Wannapiroon & Nilsook, 2012; Nilsook & Jitsupa, 2013).

The Office of Civil Service Commission has studied about problems arising concerning the assessment of public service performance. It has pointed that there have been several problems such as unclarity of assessment, fairness in assessment, morality and skills of evaluators while applying their emotion during assessment. It has also been evaluated one-side from supervising level or even some cases; it has been undertaken compromisingly in order that it could be an irrelevant assessment according to its intent, understanding in assessment model and assessment method among evaluators and clients. This has not yet come up with any developments. Therefore, the Office of the Civil Service Commission’s goal in developing and applying a new regime in public service system namely; development a system and tools which reflect the reality and benefits for users and create some understanding among evaluators and their clients including the Performance Management System (Office of the Civil Service Commission, 2008).

The component of assessment on civil service performance for academic university staff has two aspects; namely
result-based one comprising of various indicators such as teaching, research and creative activity, academic service, fostering art and culture, developing students work, other work according to university missions and behavioral factors of civil service performance (competency) (Singsungnoen, Wannapiroon & Nilsook, 2018).

This research purpose is to develop the smart human resource planning in Rajabhat university. In this regard, data concerning components and assessment criteria on civil service performance which was undertaken during data synthesis process in order to develop the smart human resource planning in Rajabhat university.

2. Research Objectives
The purposes of this study were

To development of Smart Human Resource Planning System within Rajabhat University

To study the results of official performance evaluation of Academic staff with Smart Human Resource Planning System within Rajabhat University.

3. Conceptual Framework
The study is research and development for Smart Human Resource Planning System within Rajabhat University.
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4. Related Literature

4.1 Enterprise Resource Planning: ERP

Enterprise Resource Planning is an information system or software to be used for manage and plan for utilize various resource in organization by applying information system within an organization such as human resource management system, finance and accountancy management system, customer relations system and other systems to be linked and transmitted via such mentioned systems in order to make any organizations effective, beneficial, competitive, reduction of process making while turning an organization into an organization of value chain (Kamolchaipisit, 2013; Microsoft, 2015; Mesbahi, Kazar, Zoubeidi & Benharzallah, 2015; Jahanian, 2009).

4.2 Human Resource Management

Human resource planning is a process of which any organizations manipulate to handle human resource concerning a process of forecast a requirement for human resource for an organization consisting of the following procedures: 1) To study on current organization data, 2) To study on human resource in the present, 3) To study on need of human resource in the future, 4) To make a comparison between a requirement on human resource towards organization and a requirement of human resource in the future, 5) Work analysis, 6) Recruitment and selection, 7) Human resource development, 8) Performance assessment and 9) Compensation payment (Chand, n.d; Prashanthi, 2013; HRwale, n.d.; Anthony, 2002).

4.3 Michigan Model of HRM

Michigan Model of HRM or another term called as a model of managerialism which concentrates on a priority of
a benefit returns that any organizations would gain at first and allows workforce or human resource management to be a tool to be achieved towards a goal of an organization. Therefore, a model of HRM is regarded as a major mechanism to drive any organizations to be better productive comprising of 4 procedures, namely selection and recruitment, performance assessment, rewarding and compensation, training and development (Tapawan, 2011).

4.4 Performance Evaluation by a Performance Management System

The assessment pursuant to public service performance assessment is a kind of a result-based assessment as mutually agreed. In this regard, there will be a determination on performance indicators and target value including a behavior on public service performance referring to competency. The score point of public service assessment derived from two components, namely performance result and a behavior on public service performance or competency of which the weighting output was set as ratio: 70:30 or 80:20 appropriately in each organization. There will be twice assessment in each year in a fiscal budget according to the announcement of the Permanent Secretary Office of Ministry of Education on criteria and assessment procedures on public service performance of civil servant under the Permanent Secretary Office of Ministry of Education B.E. 2558. It has designated the assessment on public service performance be done twice a year according to the yearly fiscal budget and three factors of assessment are 1) result -based performance with score ratio at 70% by evaluating from work quantity, work quality and rapidness or timely due or saving up or worth of resources deployment or others when the supervising level have already considered appropriately. 2)The behavior in public service performance with the scoring point ratio at 20% by evaluating from core competency and managerial competency and functional competency as follow: 2.1) Core Competency consisting of achievement motivation, service mind, expertise, integrity and ethics and teamworking. 2.2) Managerial Competency consisting of leadership, vision, strategic public service for change, self-control, coaching and empowerment and 2.3) Functional Competency consisting of analysis, holistic perspective, caring and developing others, directing according to holding people accountable, data searching, understanding in cultural differences and others, recognition in organization and bureaucracy, proactive performance, checking up the correctness of procedures, self-confidence, flexibility, aesthetic quality, engagement in public service and relation making. 3) Good attributes according to Civil service code of ethics and the regulation on civil service ethics with scoring ratio at 10% by evaluating from designated organizational assessment (Office of the Civil Service Commission, 2009; Valaya Alongkorn).

5. Research Methodology

5.1 Phase I: Systematic Development

In this research, the researcher has applied the System Development Life Cycle SDLC as a model for developing system as follows

5.1.1 Stage I Study and Analysis

To study and analyze document, articles, books, textbooks related with components of human resource planning system both inbound and outbound and make a synthesis and summary the components of human resource planning system. After that, bringing up derived components to be interviewed and appraised the appropriateness of the human resource planning system with some experts in order to sum up the components of human resource planning system. To synthesize the components of criteria on public service performance of university staff in Rajabhat Universities according to the announcement and evaluation criteria on public service performance of Civil Service Commission for Higher Educational Institute and Rajabhat Universities in Thailand and bring in the assessment criteria on public service performance to evaluate the appropriateness of 80 academic university staff.

5.1.2 Stage II Design

Apply the components of human resource planning system and criteria on public service assessment for university staff in Rajabhat Universities to design an architecture of the Smart Human Resource Planning System in Rajabhat Universities and to appraise the appropriateness of components of architecture of the Smart Human Resource Planning System in Rajabhat Universities together with 5 experts in field of information technology design.

5.1.3 Stage III Development

Apply the architecture of the smart human resource planning system in Rajabhat Universities to develop the smart human resource planning system in Rajabhat Universities and to evaluate effectiveness of the smart human resource planning system in Rajabhat Universities together with 8 experts in field of information technology design.
5.2 Phase II: Assessment

5.2.1 Stage I
To arrange a training by using the smart human resource planning system in Rajabhat Universities for all personnel of the Faculty of Science and Technology in Valaya Alongkorn Rajabhat University in the Royal Patronage and collect assessment data of the performance result of Academic university staff by applying the smart human resource planning system in Rajabhat Universities.

5.2.2 Stage II
To evaluate the result of performance of the academic university staff with the application of smart human resource planning system. The sample group was 94 academic university staff.

5.2.3 Stage III
To analyze and summarize the assessment result on performance of academic university staff with the application of the smart human resource planning system within Rajabhat university.

6. Research Results

6.1 The Result of Develop the Smart Human Resource Planning System within Rajabhat Universities
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Figure 2. Conceptual Framework of Smart Human Resource Planning System in Rajabhat University
Table 1. The evaluate effectiveness of the smart human resource planning system within Rajabhat Universities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment list</th>
<th>Evaluation Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \bar{X} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Module Test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Employee Module</td>
<td>4.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 University Module</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 Role Module</td>
<td>4.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 Criterion Module</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 Academic works Module</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6 Performance Module</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. System Test</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Usability Test</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Security Test</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From table 1 the evaluate effectiveness of the smart human resource planning system within Rajabhat Universities together with 8 experts found that 1) The Module Test is every module is the overall efficiency at a high level. 2) The System Test is efficiency at a high level. 3) The Usability Test is efficiency at a high level and 4) The Security Test is efficiency at a high level.

6.2 The Result of Performance of the Academic University Staff with the Application of Smart Human Resource Planning System

Table 2. The result of performance of the academic university staff with the application of Smart Human Resource Planning System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment list</th>
<th>Evaluation Satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \bar{X} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. The people involved with the system</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The data management of system</td>
<td>4.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The data entry of system</td>
<td>4.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The system process</td>
<td>4.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The system reports</td>
<td>4.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From table 2 result of performance of the academic university staff with the application of Smart Human Resource Planning System by sample group found that 1) The people involved with the system has satisfaction at a highest level 2) The data management of system has satisfaction at a high level 3) The data entry of system has satisfaction at a high level 4) The system process has satisfaction at a high level and 5) The system reports have satisfaction at a high level.
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7. Discussion

government performance evaluation process, civil service act b.e. 2008 and performance evaluation manual of the Civil Service Commission of the Office of the Civil Service Commission. The Smart Human Resource Planning System follows the concept of the Michigan model of human resource management. The model is used by the Civil Service Commission as a model for human resource management in the Civil Service.

The result studies of performance evaluation of the academic university staff with the application of Smart Human Resource Planning System. The researcher has implemented Smart Human Resource Planning System trial to 94 academic university staff sample group by define evaluation criteria according to the performance evaluation manual of Valaya Alongkorn Rajabhat University under the Royal Patronage. The result from testing of the systems by the sample group found that the sample group has satisfaction at a high level.
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